FROM JUSTIN BUCKLEY DYER AND MICAH J. WATSON

Conventional wisdom holds that C. S. Lewis was uninterested in politics and public affairs. The conventional wisdom is wrong. As Justin Buckley Dyer and Micah J. Watson show in this groundbreaking work, Lewis was deeply interested in the fundamental truths and falsehoods about human nature and how these conceptions manifest themselves in the contested and turbulent public square. Ranging from the depths of Lewis’ philosophical treatments of epistemology and moral pedagogy to practical considerations of morals legislation and responsibility citizenship, this book explores the contours of Lewis’ multi-faceted Christian engagement with political philosophy generally and the natural-law tradition in particular. Drawing from the full range of Lewis’ corpus and situating his thought in relationship to both ancient and modern seminal thinkers, C. S. Lewis on Politics and the Natural Law (Cambridge University Press, forthcoming July 2016) offers an unprecedented look at politics and political thought from the perspective of one of the twentieth century’s most influential writers.

UPCOMING RELEASES

Alasdair Roberts, Four Crises of American Democracy (Oxford University Press, forthcoming December 2016)
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FALL 2016 PROGRAMMING

While final details for our Fall 2016 calendar are still taking shape, we are thrilled to share news about a series of lectures that we’re developing as a partner organization in the NEH-Y “Humanities in the Public Square” grant initiative (administered through the Missouri Humanities Council). Thematically focused on the causes and consequences of—as well as the remedies for—the social and political fracture of modern day America, the Kinder Institute’s contributions to a statewide schedule of events for the grant will include an October 5 talk on religious freedoms by the University of Notre Dame’s Ricqueville Associate Professor of Religion and Public Life Vincent Phillip Muñoz, a lecture on the future of the left, delivered by University of Pennsylvania Professor of Political Science Adam Seagrave (of Northern Illinois University), will, among other things: allow us to add new dimensions to the curriculum for our undergraduate minor and certificate; help us attract graduate students to MU whose work focuses on American political development, thought, and history; and further enhance the intellectual community at the Kinder Institute.

In addition to the NEH events, University of Michigan Associate Professor of Political Science Marilah Zeisberg will give our annual Constitution Day Lecture on September 20, and University of California-Davis Professor Eric Rauchway will give a September 7 talk, sponsored by the Pulitzer Foundation’s Centennial Project, on the U.S. Single-Member District Electoral System. Professor Jay Sexton (of Oxford) and Associate Professor Adam Seagrave (of Northern Illinois University), will, among other things: allow us to add new dimensions to the curriculum for our undergraduate minor and certificate; help us attract graduate students to MU whose work focuses on American political development, thought, and history; and further enhance the intellectual community at the Kinder Institute.

We would like to thank everyone for the support they have shown over the past two years as we have steadily grown the Kinder Institute, and we hope that you enjoy reading up on our recent happenings in Columbia (and elsewhere) and that this newsletter finds you well.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT OUR Scholarship Fund.

First hires

Faculty additions mark perhaps the surest-fire indicator of growth at the Kinder Institute. Set to arrive in August, our two recent faculty hires, Professor Jay Sexton (of Oxford) and Associate Professor Adam Seagrave (of Northern Illinois University), will, among other things: allow us to add new dimensions to the curriculum for our undergraduate minor and certificate; help us attract graduate students to MU whose work focuses on American political development, thought, and history; and further enhance the intellectual community at the Kinder Institute.

With campus life grinding to a (near) halt, the Kinder Institute is using the summer ball as an opportunity to complete work on a handful of projects that we started developing during the past school year. We hosted our inaugural summer academy for Missouri high school teachers in mid-June to great success (see p. 12 for details); our revamped website is set to go live in August; and after two years of being scattered on campus between Read Hall, the Professional Building, and the Law School, we started the process of moving into our new central offices in Jesse Hall on June 23, where our two recent hires (see left), along with our 2016-17 graduate and postdoctoral fellows, will join us when the fall semester starts.

Another recent development that we are particularly excited about and wanted to highlight here is the Kinder Institute Scholarship Fund, which was established in late-June. Since the beginning, the heartbeat of the Kinder Institute has been our undergraduate programs, and during the past year, we have been exploring ways to extend the opportunity to participate in these programs to a greater number of MU students. It’s our sincere belief that the Scholarship Fund will enable us to accomplish this goal. To start off, all contributions to the Fund will go toward providing students with the financial assistance necessary to take part in our Kinder Scholars Summer Program in Washington, D.C., as well as in our summer study abroad courses in the Netherlands and Scotland. Over time, our hope is that the Fund might evolve into a resource that can also be used both to reward excellent undergraduate scholarship on American political thought and history and to attract elite high school students to our new Constitutionalism and Democracy Honors College course series, which is set to launch in Fall 2016.

Parties interested in contributing to the Kinder Institute Scholarship Fund can do so by visiting giving.missouri.edu or by contacting the Kinder Institute directly.

We would like to thank everyone for the support they have shown over the past two years as we have steadily grown the Kinder Institute, and we hope that you enjoy reading up on our recent happenings in Columbia (and elsewhere) and that this newsletter finds you well.

Second hires

Gabriel Over the White House.

Adolph Reed, Jr., and a monthly film series at Columbia’s Vincent Phillip Dame’s Tocqueville Associate Professor of Religion and Public Life Micah J. Watson.

To start off, all contributions to the Fund will go toward providing students with the financial assistance necessary to take part in our Kinder Scholars Summer Program in Washington, D.C., as well as in our summer study abroad courses in the Netherlands and Scotland. Over time, our hope is that the Fund might evolve into a resource that can also be used both to reward excellent undergraduate scholarship on American political thought and history and to attract elite high school students to our new Constitutionalism and Democracy Honors College course series, which is set to launch in Fall 2016.

Parties interested in contributing to the Kinder Institute Scholarship Fund can do so by visiting giving.missouri.edu or by contacting the Kinder Institute directly.

We would like to thank everyone for the support they have shown over the past two years as we have steadily grown the Kinder Institute, and we hope that you enjoy reading up on our recent happenings in Columbia (and elsewhere) and that this newsletter finds you well.
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Both were generous enough to field questions from Kinder Institute Communications Associate Thomas Kane during June about their respective moves to Columbia.

_A Midwestern Homecoming_

If it’s true, as Thomas Wolfe once famously posited, that “you can’t go home again,” you can at least get within 300 miles or so. After spending 16 of the last 17 years at University of Oxford, first as a Marshall Scholar (at Worcester College) and then as a University Lecturer and Field Fellow (at Corpus Christi College), Salina, Kansas, native and KU graduate Jay Sexton will return to the Midwest as the first Kinder Institute Chair of Constitutional Democracy.

Though re-locating stateside, Professor Sexton’s scholarly gaze remains fixed on “the global dimensions of constitutional democracy.” In discussing the critical roles that organizations like the Kinder Institute can have in steering dialogue about political history, he noted the importance of cultivating awareness not only of “how external forces have shaped American traditions” but also “how U.S. practices of constitutional democracy have conditioned the political development of nations and institutions beyond America’s shores.” His current book project, a history of how steam transport “connected the United States to the wider world in the 19th century,” reflects this interest in exploring the networks of influence that have shaped political culture over time, particularly in the decades before and after the Civil War. As he explained when he presented research for his new book during a February 2016 colloquium on campus, while important work has been done to unpack the economic and technological significance of advances in steam power, far less attention has been devoted to studying the degree to which these advances contributed to and accelerated nation building and imperial expansion at home and abroad. In his telling, the rise of steam culture “is just as much a story of political processes, both in the United States and in foreign ports and transit routes, as it is one of technological innovation.”

From building a study abroad program at Oxford for MU undergraduates to integrating the Kinder Institute’s “cutting-edge” faculty into scholarly networks of political historians outside the United States, Professor Sexton said he likewise has aspirations on bringing the global emphasis of his current research to the Institute. Add to these opportunities “the fact that my family are in KC—and that the Truman Sports Complex is a mere 75 minute drive away—and the decision“ to trek across the Atlantic to Columbia “made itself.”
AMERICAN INJUSTICE: MERCY, HUMANITY, AND MAKING A DIFFERENCE

In partnership with the University of Missouri Honors College and numerous other departments and organizations on campus, the Kinder Institute co-sponsored a March 20, 2016, public lecture delivered by Equal Justice Initiative Executive Director and Just Mercy author Bryan Stevenson. Weaving together analysis and firsthand accounts of the injustices that currently plague American society, Stevenson focused in his talk on mapping out certain action points that might put us on a path toward becoming a more just, compassionate, and equitable nation.

He began by underscoring the importance of meaningful engagement in areas where the issues of societal abuse and neglect are most manifest. Proximity, Stevenson argued, not only grants us the power to see the consequences of these problems more clearly but also provides us with a working knowledge of both the precedents underlying their perpetuation and the complex processes—constitutional and otherwise—that go into solving them. "Where would we be," Stevenson asked, "if lawyers had not become proximate to abuse during the Civil Rights era?"

Still, he noted, proximity alone is not enough. Comprehensively addressing the problems we face requires identifying and changing the narrative that underlies the nation's history of racial injustice and, moreover, that has allowed it to fester and grow. Because of a collective failure on our part to realize that we live in what he termed "a post-genocidal society," we have become numb to the fact that an attitude of racial difference continues to perpetuate the same ideology of white supremacy that supported slavery. And the result, he argued, is that the legacy of slavery haunts us to this day, whether it be in the form of a politics of fear and anger that has led us to incarcerate more and more African-American males at younger and younger ages or in how domestic terror still shapes American cities in a way that sustains generational poverty. Also integral to the solution, he noted, are hopefulness and the courage to live them out or fully commit to making them a reality.

One of the most acclaimed and respected lawyers in the nation, Bryan Stevenson is the founder and executive director of the Equal Justice Initiative (EJI) in Montgomery, AL. and Professor of Clinical Law at New York University School of Law. He is the author of numerous books, including the New York Times best-seller Just Mercy and the NAACP Image Award for Best Non-Fiction. Stevenson is also the recipient of numerous awards, including the MacArthur Foundation's Genius Grant and the 2014, was a finalist for the Los Angeles Book Prize and won the Carnegie Medal for Nonfiction, and it was named as one of the best books of the year by The New York Times, The Washington Post, The Boston Globe, and Esquire, among many other publications.

THOMAS JEFFERSON AND THE EMPIRE OF THE IMAGINATION

Kicking off the national book tour for their co-authored "Most Blessed of the Patriarchs": Thomas Jefferson and the Empire of the Imagination in Columbia, Harvard's Annette Gordon-Reed and University of Virginia's Peter S. Onuf visited the University of Missouri campus on April 4, 2016, for a day of programs devoted to examining one of American history's most revered but complicated and controversial figures. In addition to having lunch with current and former members of the Kinder Institute's undergraduate Society of Fellows, during which they discussed topics ranging from their collaborative process to contemporary interpretations of the meaning and significance of the term "empire," Professors Gordon-Reed and Onuf participated in the following events during their stay at MU.

Where do we put Thomas Jefferson today?: A public forum

In what we hope will become a staple of our campus and community programming, the Institute hosted an open forum on the afternoon of April 4 to discuss approaches to placing Thomas Jefferson's legacy in contemporary context, with a particular focus on recent debates concerning public memorials to the nation's third president and other historical figures. University of Missouri graduate student Maxwell Little, whose petition to remove the Jefferson statue from the MU quad has been covered in publications including The Washington Post and Inside Higher Ed, provided opening remarks for the event, using Frederick Douglass' 1852 "What to the Slave is the Fourth of July?" as a starting point for reevaluating Jefferson's legacy in light of current events and discussions on campus. Specifically, Little focused on Jefferson's status as a Virginia slaveholder and argued that Jefferson's legacy is inconsistent not only with the founding ideals articulated in the Declaration of Independence but also with the University of Missouri's own core values. The statue of Jefferson, Little argued, "does not represent excellence, respect, or responsibility."

In continuing the conversation, Prof. Onuf noted that Jefferson is one of many figures whose legacies should discomfort us, because they underscore the nation's historical failure and current struggle to realize the social and political ideals on which the United States was founded. It's thus important, he went on to explain, that discourse about Jefferson has shifted away from blind veneration in recent decades. At the same time, both he and Prof. Gordon-Reed agreed that it would be equally dangerous to avoid discussing Jefferson altogether. As Prof. Gordon-Reed pointed out, the fact that African-American leaders from Douglass to the present have grappled with the Declaration of Independence and have drawn on its language in the course of advancing civil rights speaks to how Jefferson and the contradictions he poses provide us with a unique opportunity to talk about, analyze, and work towards eradicating the causes and current manifestations of racial injustice. We can, Prof. Onuf added, learn from Jefferson's achievements and his shortcomings equally.

Though he often failed to live them out or fully commit to making them a reality, his ideas about justice and
Annette Gordon-Reed is the Carol K. Pforzheimer Professor at the Radcliffe Institute for Advanced Study, the Charles Warren Professor of American Legal History at Harvard Law School, and a Professor of History at Harvard University. She received the 2008 National Book Award and the 2009 Pulitzer Prize in History for *The Hemings of Monticello: An American Family* (W.W. Norton, 2008). Prof. Gordon-Reed also is the author of *Thomas Jefferson and Sally Hemings: An American Controversy* (University of Virginia Press, 1997) and *Andrew Johnson and <b>Henry</b> <b>Box</b> <b>Bolivar</box> Hemings: An American Controversy* (University of Virginia Press, 1997) and co-author, with Vernon Jordan, Jr., of *Vernon Can Read!: A Memoir* (PublicAffairs, 2001); and the editor of *Race on Trial: Law and Justice in American History* (Oxford University Press, 2002). Her honors include the National Humanities Medal, a Guggenheim Fellowship, a fellowship from the Dorothy and Lewis B. Cullman Fellowship, a fellowship from the New York Public Library, a MacArthur Fellowship, and the National Organization for Women in New York City’s Woman of Power and Influence Award.

Peter S. Onuf received his A.B. and Ph.D. from Johns Hopkins University and currently serves as Thomas Jefferson Memorial Foundation Professor (Emeritus) at the University of Virginia. Prof. Onuf is the author of *The Mind of Thomas Jefferson* (University of Virginia Press, 2007), *Jefferson’s Empire: The Language of American Nationhood* (UVA Press, 2003), *Statehood and Union: A History of the Northwest Ordinance* (Indiana University Press, 1987), and *Origins of the Federal Republic: Jurisdictional Controversies in the United States, 1775-1787* (University of Pennsylvania Press, 1983). He also is the co-author of numerous books, most recently *Nations, Markets, and War: Modern History and the Civil War* (UVA Press, 2006), and co-editor of a number of scholarly collections, including *The Revolution of 1800: Democracy, Race, and the New Republic* (UVA Press, 2002). Prof. Onuf is known for his role as “the 18th Century Guy” on the Virginia Foundation for the Humanities’ award-winning public radio program and podcast, “Backstory…with the American History Guys.”
NETWORKS OF NOVELTY IN THE IVORY TOWER: THE CASE OF JOHN HENRY WIGMORE

Held annually at campuses along the former Shawnee Cattle Trail, which ran from Missouri to Texas, the Shawnee Trail Conference brings together scholars from around the region to discuss their research on topics related to American constitutional and political development and American political thought and history. As part of this year’s programming, University of Oklahoma Professor Andrew Porwancher gave a lunchtime talk on the work and era of legal scholar John Henry Wigmore, the subject of his recently published John Henry Wigmore and the Rules of Evidence: The Hidden Origins of Modern Law, which is the second title in the Kinder Institute’s Studies in Constitutional Democracy book series with University of Missouri Press.

In building up to his primary argument regarding “networks and novelty in the ivory tower,” Prof. Porwancher began by unpacking the paradigm shift toward legal realism that, as the common narrative goes, figures like Wigmore (in academia) and Oliver Wendell Holmes (on the bench) helped to introduce. Specifically, by promoting a jurisprudence based on accounting for the practical consequences of law, Wigmore, Holmes, and others are often credited by scholars with helping to displace a formalist legal philosophy that, because it relied too heavily on abstraction and syllogism, failed to adjust to and remedy the inequalities created by the social, political, and economic innovations of modernity—most notably widespread industrialization.

Prof. Porwancher stressed that there is certainly some truth to this narrative. The late-19th and early-20th century courts were slow to recalibrate to modern exigencies, and, moreover, Wigmore and Holmes’ ideas on jurisprudence were consistent with (then) modern trends in American intellectual history. Still, the suggestion of a binary opposition between legal formalism and legal realism—and the subsequent casting of Wigmore, Holmes, & co. as pragmatic conquerors of a bloodless, conceptions-obsessed court system—is, Prof. Porwancher added, a bit overstated. Problematic in its own right, this act of overstatement, he went on to note, also exemplifies the “scholarly oedipalism” that springs from an incentive structure, like that of academia, which prizes originality and divergence at the expense of acknowledging—and sometimes at the expense of ingenuity—for Cohen and Frank, was hardly defensible given Wigmore’s wide-ranging and longstanding denunciation of exactly this jurisprudence. The problem with this kind of “scholarly oedipalism,” Prof. Porwancher noted in concluding his talk, is both practical and philosophical. In defacing their intellectual debt to Wigmore, not only were Cohen and Frank wrong in their facts. They also advanced a form of reputation-building-by-divergence, still practiced today, that threatened to marginalize the immense significance of Wigmore’s 1904 Treatise on evidence, a text that, as both a foundational treatise and foundational text of legal theory, transformed the modern jury trial and, in doing so, helped the courts adjust to the breakneck pace of change in early-20th century America.

While insistent on celebrating his own intellectual debts, Wigmore, like Pound, was no stranger to the assaults of a younger generation of legal thinkers. Both Felix S. Cohen and Jerome Frank, for example, inaccurately critiqued Wigmore for holding positions overly wedded to abstraction—a claim that, while it may have produced an “illusion of ingenuity” for Cohen and Frank, was hardly defensible given Wigmore’s wide-ranging and longstanding denunciation of exactly this jurisprudence. The problem with this kind of “scholarly oedipalism,” Prof. Porwancher noted in concluding his talk, is both practical and philosophical. In defacing their intellectual debt to Wigmore, not only were Cohen and Frank wrong in their facts. They also advanced a form of reputation-building-by-divergence, still practiced today, that threatened to marginalize the immense significance of Wigmore’s 1904 Treatise on evidence, a text that, as both a practitioner’s bible and a profound work of legal theory, transformed the modern jury trial and, in doing so, helped the courts adjust to the breakneck pace of change in early-20th century America.

Harvard Law whose ascension in academia Wigmore helped jumpstart. In his 1908 “Mechanical Jurisprudence,” Pound issued a realist critique of the Supreme Court’s ruling in Lochner v. New York (1905), claiming that, in its interpretation of liberty of contract, the Court fell prey to the formalist error of ignoring the facts on the ground. As Prof. Porwancher pointed out, though, what Pound’s own argument conveniently failed to account for was the degree to which the Court actually did not ignore these facts but merely read them differently than he did. Just as Pound somewhat speciously took the Court to task as a means of proving his own academic originality, Karl Llewellyn would do the same to Pound less than 30 years later, counter-factually arguing, in the Columbia Law Review, that Pound himself was guilty of the cardinal, formalist sin of producing scholarship divorced from the consequences of the law.

While insistent on celebrating his own intellectual debts, Wigmore, like Pound, was no stranger to the assaults of a younger generation of legal thinkers. Both Felix S. Cohen and Jerome Frank, for example, inaccurately critiqued Wigmore for holding positions overly wedded to abstraction—a claim that, while it may have produced an “illusion of ingenuity” for Cohen and Frank, was hardly defensible given Wigmore’s wide-ranging and longstanding denunciation of exactly this jurisprudence. The problem with this kind of “scholarly oedipalism,” Prof. Porwancher noted in concluding his talk, is both practical and philosophical. In defacing their intellectual debt to Wigmore, not only were Cohen and Frank wrong in their facts. They also advanced a form of reputation-building-by-divergence, still practiced today, that threatened to marginalize the immense significance of Wigmore’s 1904 Treatise on evidence, a text that, as both a practitioner’s bible and a profound work of legal theory, transformed the modern jury trial and, in doing so, helped the courts adjust to the breakneck pace of change in early-20th century America.

Professors and graduate students from University of Texas-San Antonio, Baylor University, Missouri State University, University of Missouri, and University of Texas-Austin attended this year’s conference. Some of the papers presented at the 2016 meeting are listed in the sidebar.
NOTES FROM THE CAPITAL

Over the course of the summer, participants in the Kinder Scholars Program report back to the Institute with news about their internships (see sidebar), the “Beltway Politics & History” seminar, and life in D.C. What follows is the first installment of our annual Notes from the Capital series (check the Kinder Institute website, democracy.missouri.edu, for subsequent updates, which will be posted approximately every other week):

Rising senior Kate Hargis (Political Science) wrote in with news from her internship at the D.C.-based immigration law firm Bromberg, Kohler Maya & Maschler, PLLC, where her summer work has found her helping people from around the globe with asylum applications. While confidentiality prevented her from going into specifics, Kate did note “that it’s a lot of tough, really moving work. [The] internship,” she continued, “gives me the opportunity to see how challenging it is to be granted all of the benefits and privileges that come with holding American citizenship or even permanent residency, and I feel like my work directly contributes to individuals chasing those dreams.”

Will Neer, a rising senior majoring in Chemistry and Spanish, spent his first weeks working in Public Citizen’s Global Access to Medicine Division bouncing between a number of tasks related to the organization’s research into topics such as plant-related inventions and biologics that fall under the Trans-pacific Partnership and the World Trade Organization’s Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights. After sitting in on an Intellectual Property Trade Law class taught by the WTO’s Antony Taubman during his first week on the job, Will shifted his attention to assisting in a project regarding India’s intellectual property laws (while also somehow finding time to help with translating various Spanish-English correspondences).

Junior Sarah Gillespie (Political Science & Accounting) will spend the summer working with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve in the Congressional Liaison Office, where she’ll assist with correspondence between the Fed and Capitol Hill. “The coolest experiences so far,” she wrote back to Kinder Institute Communications Associate Thomas Kane, “have been seeing the Governors and Chairwoman of the Federal Reserve on a consistent basis, as well as seeing my work directly and positively impact the work they’re doing.”

Finally, Paige Ondr, an Organizational and Political Communication major set to graduate in December 2016, reported back from the Lupus Foundation, where she’s been doing event planning, including helping to secure donations for the November 19th Purple Passion Gala, and where she’s also taken the reins of all the Foundation’s social media accounts. And while all the Kinder Scholars certainly have been busy at their jobs and with the summer seminar, she reassured everyone back in Columbia that it hasn’t been only work so far, noting that program participants have been diligently exploring Woodley Park and have already organized group trips to the D.C. Zoo and the American History Museum.

As for coursework, listed below are primary topics, as well as faculty leaders and field trip locations, for each week of the “Beltway Politics & History” seminar:

Week 1: “Revolutionary Constitutionalism,” with Professors Justin Dyer and Carli Conklin
Week 2: “James Madison and Constitutional Paternity,” with Professor Bill Horner (field trip to the National Archives)
Week 3: “Thomas Jefferson,” with Kinder Research Fellow Armin Mattes (field trip to Monticello)
Week 4: “Kings of Democracy: Congress vs. the Presidency in the 19th Century Party System,” with Professor Jay Dow (field trip to Annapolis)
Week 5: “Reconstruction,” with Professor Michael Minta (field trip to the Frederick Douglass National Historic Site and the African American Civil War Memorial and Museum)
Week 6: “The New Deal,” with Professor Marvin Overby (field trip to the Smithsonian Museum of American Art with a guest lecture by David A. Taylor, who will speak about his book Soul of a People: The WPA Writers’ Project Uncovers Depression America)
Week 7: “Equal Rights and Equal Protection,” with Professor Catherine Rymph (field trip to the Sewall-Belmont House & Museum, home of the National Woman’s Party archives)
Week 8: “Constitutional Democracy Challenged: The Cold War and the National Security State,” with Professor Cooper Drury (field trip to the Pentagon and the Navy Museum)
In a seminar that in many ways provided the backbone for all others at the Academy, Prof. Conklin, Associate Professor of Law, “Perfection, Improvement and Unalienable Rights” began with definitions taken from Samuel Johnson’s 1755 Dictionary of the English Language and concluding with the 16th Amendment, with stops along the way to look at the Virginia Declaration of Rights and the Articles of Confederation (among other texts), Prof. Conklin’s seminar examined the documentary history of claims to liberty in early America. In particular, Prof. Conklin focused on the philosophical argument colonists constructed “for asserting and vindicating their rights,” noting how they appealed to the immutable laws of nature (as articulated in the Magna Carta) as a foundation for all men’s basic right to individual freedom while also citing the need for a system of rule that was adaptable to the unique conditions of North America to justify the colonies’ claim to self-governance. The necessity of an adaptable government, Prof. Conklin noted in concluding her seminar, is perhaps most evident in the shift from colonial representatives’ 1775 claim that “our union is perfect” to the Preamble’s language of “a more perfect union”—a shift that underscores the constant re-evaluation of rights, liberties, and conditions that is at the heart of the democratic process and, with regard to the Academy’s theme, instrumental to promoting and protecting minority rights.

Day 2 June 15, 2016

Armin Mattes, Kinder Research Fellow in History, “The Great Friendship Tested: Jefferson and Madison on Majority Rule and Minority Rights”

In a seminar that in many ways provided the backbone for all others at the Academy, Prof. Mattes laid out the theoretical basis for majority rule and minority rights by examining the writings and friendship of Madison and Jefferson. He first looked at Madison’s secular application of the insights on the issue of minority rights that he gained during debates in Virginia regarding religious freedom and tolerance. Specifically, Prof. Mattes argued that it was during these debates that Madison began to develop the extended sphere theory of “Federalist 10” through observations of the degree to which rivalries between and the multiplicity of interests could secure minority rights—or, alternately, could prevent majority trespass—in a way that appeals to principle could not. In his subsequent examination of the famous “Earth belongs to the living” letter, Prof. Mattes noted how, rather than share in Madison’s skepticism regarding representatives’ character and commitment to the public good, Jefferson demonstrated an unwavering belief that the common people could (and must) be able to govern themselves and, in this, that the will of the majority should always prevail. And while many scholars use these differences as evidence of an unbridgeable philosophical divide between the two leaders, Prof. Mattes concluded by pointing to Madison and Jefferson’s mutual acknowledgment of the importance of the Bill of Rights as a sign of the harmony (if not identity) of their respective political principles and ideas about the structure of government.

Day 3 June 16, 2016

Kris Maulden, University of Missouri Ph.D. (History), “Just remember...I was a man’: Jack Johnson and the Struggle Against White Supremacy, 1900-1915”

On one hand, in examining the life and career of heavyweight champion Jack Johnson, Dr. Maulden provided a sobering reminder of the extent and horrific consequences of white supremacy in early-20th century America. From the L.A. Times invoking the language of slavery in its reporting on Johnson’s victory over Jim Jeffries to the rampant violence African-American citizens faced in the match’s wake, the “fight of the century,” Dr. Maulden pointed out, sadly captured the institutionalized forms of dehumanization and persecution that minorities suffered from in 1910. He also noted, however, that studying Johnson can very much enrich the historical narrative of the efforts made by individuals in the struggle against white supremacy. For one, he argued that Johnson’s commitment to choice and individualism—the fact that he ignored the customs of African-American citizens faced in the match’s wake, the “fight of the century,” Dr. Maulden pointed out, sadly captured the institutionalized forms of dehumanization and persecution that minorities suffered from in 1910. He also noted, however, that studying Johnson can very much enrich the historical narrative of the efforts made by individuals in the struggle against white supremacy. For one, he argued that Johnson’s commitment to choice and individualism—the fact that he ignored the customs of minorities could prevent majority trespass—in a way that appeals to principle could not. In his subsequent examination of the famous “Earth belongs to the living” letter, Prof. Mattes noted how, rather than share in Madison’s skepticism regarding representatives’ character and commitment to the public good, Jefferson demonstrated an unwavering belief that the common people could (and must) be able to govern themselves and, in this, that the will of the majority should always prevail. And while many scholars use these differences as evidence of an unbridgeable philosophical divide between the two leaders, Prof. Mattes concluded by pointing to Madison and Jefferson’s mutual acknowledgment of the importance of the Bill of Rights as a sign of the harmony (if not identity) of their respective political principles and ideas about the structure of government.

Dr. Steve Belko, Executive Director Missouri Humanities Council, “Jacksonian Democracy versus the American System”

Adam Seagrave, Kinder Institute Associate Professor of Constitutional Democracy, “Natural Rights, Majority Rule, and Slavery”

Jeff Pasley, Kinder Institute Associate Director and Professor of History and Journalism, “The Racial Transformation of the Democratic Party in Missouri”

In addition to the daily seminars, participants in the Academy also attended dinner lectures on Tuesday and Wednesday, with Arent Fox LLC Attorney Stephen Davis giving a talk on the history of religious freedom in the state of Missouri and Lt. Gen. Rich Harding (USAF, retired) presenting on steps taken in recent decades to better protect and promote minority rights in the military. Participants in the inaugural Academy included: Andrew Hanch (Center High School), Carrie Homan (Cole Camp), Kimberly Thielen-Metcalf (Rock Bridge), Kim Plemmons (Marshfield), Lynnette Williams (Odessa), Martha Burich (Riverview Gardens School District), Benjamin Strauser (Kingston), and Tim Helson (Trinity Catholic).
IN CONGRESS, July 4, 1776.
The unanimous Declaration of the thirteen united States of America,

When in the Course of human events, it becomes necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected them with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the separation.

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. -- That to secure these rights, Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent of the governed, -- That whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its foundation on such principles and organizing its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient causes; and accordingly all experience hath shewn, that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object evinces a design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future security. -- Such has been the patient sufferance of these Colonies; and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government.
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